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Double Down is a powerful, high caliber, Rock band with accessible Pop undertones. Songs with motion,

feelings and fully thought out hooks are what sets the stage here. 10 MP3 Songs in this album (40:17) !

Related styles: ROCK: Rock  Roll, ROCK: Heartland Rock People who are interested in Goo Goo Dolls

Guns N Roses Gin Blossoms should consider this download. Details: Biography Double Down is hugely

influenced by the big arena rock bands of the 80s. Bands like Guns&Roses, Van Halen, and Pink Floyd to

name a few. Theres nothing like the sound of blazing guitars, thundering bass and bombastic drums to

get your heart thumping! Now, this doesnt mean that Double Down is out sporting zebra striped spandex

and gobs of eye shadow. In fact, despite our Rock roots, Double Downs songwriting is more reminiscent

of the Gin Blossoms and Goo-Goo Dolls, but with a little extra oomph thrown in. Double Down's first

independent release Still Motion showcases Rock, Blues, country, and penmanship of the early

singer/songwriter days. Double Down takes it up a notch in their newly produced CD, Polarity, a more

refined and complex manifestation. Double Down is currently playing in some of Colorados finest venues

for original music. Their songs have also been played on KGNU 88.5 FM, numerous pod casts, and

various other independent radio stations nationwide.

_________________________________________________________ "Double Down burns up the

stage!" Shaul Turner FOX 31 Anchor,Good Day Colorado

___________________________________________________________________ Double Down has a

great sound. I was really surprised to hear a band like this in Denver's local scene. They combine some

very tight musicians with a dynamite vocalist and grab your ear from across the room. The riffs are catchy

the music is fun and the voice makes it all sing. Catchy riffs! A perfect fit to the vocals......A haunting

voice, grabbed my attention the moment I heard it..... A great sound. Country rock, with a modern twist.

The vocals pull you in, the songs are well made. Double Down is the whole package, and certainly a band

to see soon. Really a treat to listen to. Cole A&R Dept. CAM Records
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